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Spreader modular beams provide the perfect solution for most lifting requirements - versatile and cost-effective, the Modulift range has a capacity of 2t to 5000t with spans of up to 100m. Modular configuration and interchangeable components allow reusing dispensers on many lifts. Each modular Beam
spreader consists of a pair of end blocks and a pair of Drop Links, with interchangeable racks that can be bolted into the assembly between the end units to either lengthen or cut the beam as required by the elevator, making them reusable at different ranges. Spreader Beams for up to 400t are available
and available worldwide for distribution - please contact Ranger for an immediate quote or more details. Australia Match AS 4991 - 2004: Lifting Devices. DNV Standard for DNV 2.22 Certification: Modulift Distributor Designs meet the DNV standard for certification No.2.22 Lifting devices. Modulift is the
first and only spreader Beam manufacturer in the world that has world-recognized DNV approval for all spreader Beams with a capacity of up to 1000t in accordance with the DNV standard for certification No. 2.22 for 2011 lifting devices, at no additional cost to the customer. For those customers who
require a higher level of quality standard, Modulift also provides additional options for a specific third party check project. When a project requires the highest level of modulift certification, it is able to offer our customers a different degree of additional DNV certification depending on their individual quality
control requirements, including: - Evidence-checking report and test entry - DNV Certificate of Compliance for Manufacturing and Testing (CG3 under ILO 152) Talk to Ranger about these additional services. Weight on Kit (kg) - Weight based on the heaviest distributor in the series using the configuration
recommended in the user's instructions Modular spreader beams provide the ideal solution for most lifting requirements - versatile and cost-effective, the Modulift range has a capacity of 2t to 5000t with spans of up to 100m. Each modular Beam spreader consists of a pair of end blocks and a pair of Drop
Links, with interchangeable racks that can be bolted into the assembly between the end units to either lengthen or cut the beam as required by the elevator, making them reusable at different ranges. Spreader Beams for up to 400t are available and available worldwide for distribution - please contact
Ranger for an immediate quote or more details. Australia Match AS 4991 - 2004: Lifting Devices. DNV for DNV 2.22 certification: Modulift Distributor Designs meet the DNV certification standard No.2.22 Lifting devices. Modulift is the first and only manufacturer of beam distributor in World to have world-
recognized DNV Type Approval for all Spreader Rays up to 1000t capacity under the DNV standard for certification No. 2.22 for lifting appliances 2011, at no additional cost to the customer. For those customers who require a higher level of quality standard, Modulift also provides additional options for a
specific third party check project. When a project requires the highest level of modulift certification, it is able to offer our customers a different degree of additional DNV certification depending on their individual quality control requirements, including: - Evidence-checking report and test entry - DNV
Certificate of Compliance for Manufacturing and Testing (CG3 under ILO 152) Talk to Ranger about these additional services. Weight per kit (kg) - Weight based on the heaviest distributor in the series using the configuration recommended in the user instructions below is our standard modular spreader
Beam Range up to 100t to 1000t, please watch our heavy beam range spreader. However, if you have great capacity or specialist requirements, we can design, design and manufacture a suitable soluton lift for you. For more information, please visit our custom design service and the Examples page,
which provides examples of some of our projects. Alternatively, contact Modulift to discuss your climbing requirements directly by calling 44(0)1202 621511 or emailing this email address protected from spam bots. You need to use JavaScript to view it. Up to 2t at 1.2m/4ft Up 6t at 3.6m/148 To 4.5m/176
at lower capacity Up 12t at 4.75m/1 5ft Up to 6.5m/21ft at lower capacity Up to 24t at 5m/17ft Up to 8m/26ft at lower capacity Up 34t at 6m/19ft to 19ft 10m/32ft at lower capacity Up to 50t at 8m/26ft Up to 13m/42ft at lower capacity Up to 70t at 10.5m/33ft to 1 4m/45ft at a lower capacity Up to 100t at
8.5m/28ft To 14m/45ft at a lower Modulift capacity premium spreader beam supplier for lifting, lifting beams, Spreader footage and others under the hook weightlifting equipment. As experts in lifting engineers working in the niche of the market, we focus on providing ready-made and custom lifting
products. At Modulift, we pride ourselves on being able to offer you a complete engineering lift service from start to finish. We are here to help solve your lifting problems, advise on drilling rig planning, design custom lifting equipment, or produce quality guaranteed lifting products to the highest
specifications. Modulift Spreader Beams for up to 600t are available and available worldwide through approved Modulift and Modulift Rental Partners Rentals Spreader Beam. Modulift has every step of the way to ensure your elevator runs smoothly, on time and on a budget. Modulift data protection policy
Modulift UK Limited terms of sale of Modulift UK limited terms and conditions Purchase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Table Contents 20 20
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